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Date and time of document verification: 05-06-2023 at 9.30 AM 
 

 LEVEL -6 DV5 
 

 

171191130367704 171191170216852 171191170861744 171191260326252 171194270042350 

Total Candidates = 05 
***************** End of List ***************** 

LEVEL -5 DV5 
 

171191170080730 171191170119304 171191170183989 171191170200984 171191170231434 

171191170391204 171191170833138 171191171068274 171191171096610 171191171116088 

171191171128737 171191190273282 171191190477602 171191210435062 171191260443277 

171192170163518 171192170803809 171192211103135 171193120523544 171193120629133 

171194131164193 171194170182503 171194170461456 171194170475499 171194170546929 

171194170671202 171194170761995 171194170952113 171194170969502 171194210011508 

171194211085644 171195130354176 171195170390190 171195190372124  

Total Candidates = 34 
***************** End of List ***************** 

LEVEL -3 DV4 
 

171191130391244 171191170056076 171191170064648 171191170064730 171191170115470 

171191170117615 171191170168672 171191170195650 171191170341372 171191170433336 

171191170467119 171191170605014 171191170672912 171191170773441 171191170782461 

171191170787784 171191171126376 171191190280355 171191210213501 171191210805020 

171191240004886 171192170386415 171192170496897 171192170627174 171193120371359 

171193120383228 171193120474225 171193120558662 171194120817670 171194170407180 

171194170804493 171194260275507 171195170296343 171195170512876 171195170572916 

171195170621586     

Total Candidates = 36 

***************** End of List ***************** 

Schedule of Candidature & Documents Verification and Medical Examination from 05-06-2023 to 
06-06-2023 of following candidates shortlisted for Pay Level-6, Level-5, Level-3, Level-2 Posts 

against CEN No. 01/2019 (NTPC) 
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Date and time of document verification: 06-06-2023 at 9.30 AM 

LEVEL -2 DV3 
 

171191110740311 171191120473337 171191130147153 171191130198660 171191130387515 

171191130409056 171191130414276 171191170111305 171191170116392 171191170166616 

171191170181827 171191170185676 171191170246557 171191170363800 171191170411627 

171191170466959 171191170712035 171191170804447 171191170839994 171191170925386 

171191171016948 171191171057495 171191171152658 171191190451689 171191190897126 

171191210090675 171191210792372 171191210916116 171192170000659 171192170175559 

171192170178848 171192170195310 171192170340567 171192170369110 171192170388377 

171192170409431 171192170410796 171192170436013 171192170452262 171192170465373 

171192170760736 171192170805541 171192171082120 171193120354730 171193120382141 

171193120508548 171193120516553 171194120672011 171194120815879 171194121106175 

171194131158880 171194170482424 171194170893023 171194171069744 171194171121722 

171194211121135 171194221172262 171194221174302 171194250317619 171194260209594 

171194260283360 171195170099491 171195170291703 171195170339766 171195170471041 

171195170541520 171195210297730    

Total Candidates = 67 

***************** End of List ***************** 
 
NOTE: 

1.0 Please bring the e-call letter for document verification which can be downloaded from official website of 
RRB Chandigarh (www.rrbcdg.gov.in) through link, which will be provided before 4 days of Documents 
Verification and the same should be produced at entry of Venue of DV. For uploading Photo, Signature, 
cut marks, etc., the link will be provided shortly. Candidates are advised to read the list of documents 
(Original) given in the e-call letter (back side/2nd page) which are required to be produced at the time of 
DV. Candidates are advised to bring one legible original valid & current photo ID proof. Venue of DV is 
Office of the Railway Recruitment Board, Near Railway Station (Panchkula Side), Railway Colony, 
Chandigarh -160002. 
 

2.0 Candidates are required to produce all original documents along with two sets of self-attested photo 
copies of all documents at the time of DV. The details of documents are given in e-call letter for 
document verification. Where certificates are not in English / Hindi, self-attested translated version (In 
Hindi / English) should be produced wherever/whenever required. Certificates produced during the DV 
should be strictly in the prescribed formats. No additional time will be given to the candidates not 
producing their original certificates on their date of DV and the candidature of such candidates is liable 
to be forfeited/ cancelled. 

 

3.0 Candidates are advised to bring six (6) passport size color photographs NOT MORE THAN ONE MONTH 
OLD, which will be required for DV and Medical Examination. Candidates will also bring Candidate's foil 
of e-call letter for CBT1, CBT2 & CBAT/CBTST wherever applicable. Mobile phones are not permitted 
during document verification (DV) as well as during medical examination. 

 
…..Contd….. 
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4.0 The Candidates need to attend Medical Test (Examination) after Document Verification duly paying Rs. 

24/- towards medical examination fee at venue of DV. The date & place of Medical Examination will be 
intimated at the time of DV. Candidates are advised that they should be prepared to stay for more than 
4 days for DV/Medical examination at their own cost. 
 

5.0 Candidates are advised that they should not bring their belongings to the Railway Hospitals as there is no 
facility available to keep their belongings. They will carry only one original valid & current Photo ID proof. 
For medical examination, no fees will be charged at the Hospital. Hence candidates are also advised 
not to carry cash with them at the time of Medical Examination. 

 
6.0 BLOCK DATE FOR ABSENTEE CANDIDATES (09-06-2023):  For the candidates who fail to report for the 

Document Verification on the regular dates assigned to them in their call letter with valid reasons, a 
second and final chance to attend the Document Verification is kept on the block date. 

 
7.0 It must be noted that failure to report for the Document Verification on the scheduled dates will 

tantamount to rejection of candidature unless it is supported by documentary evidence that the 
candidate had to appear in a University/Government examination or due to sickness of the candidate. No 
other reason for absence will be considered. In such cases only, the candidates will be provided the last 
and final opportunity to appear in the Document Verification on 09-06-2023 at 09.30 HRS at RRB, 
Chandigarh office. No fresh e-call letter will be sent for this purpose and the candidates can attend DV 
with the same e-call letter downloaded for the regular Document Verification. 

 
 

8.0 Candidates are advised to regularly visit RRB’s official website (www.rrbcdg.gov.in) for the updates. 
 

IMPORTANT: Beware of the touts who may misguide the candidates with false promises of getting them 
selected for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment process in the RRB exams is fully 
computerized and the selection is based purely on the merit of candidates. 

 

  Date: 24-05-2023                                 Chairman                  
RRB/Chandigarh 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


